


 
 

Dear Producer/Editor: 
 
In March of 1981, the world bore witness to the brutal lynching of 19-year-old 
Michael Donald in Mobile, Alabama. He was walking home from the store when 
two well known Ku Klux Klansmen viciously slit his throat before hanging him 
from a tree. Originally believed to be drug related, the local police sought to imply 
his complicity in the crime. The African American community, however, would not 
let that belief stand. The trial that ensued and waged for close to six years divided a 
community, pitting Black against White. The Klansmen were eventually found 
guilty and the trial bankrupted the organization. Inspired by this tragedy, Ravi 
Howard’s powerful and provocative debut novel,  LIKE TREES, WALKING 
(Amistad/HarperCollins; March 2007; ISBN: 0060529598; $24.95), imagines 
the aftermath of this lynching in Alabama, illustrating the horror, despair, and anger 
that gripped a community and the nation.    
 
The Deacons have operated a family run funeral home in Mobile, Alabama for over 
100 years.  In 1981, the new generation of Deacons, Paul and Roy, do not live in a 
world where following in their father’s footsteps is required.  Both are planning to 
follow their own destinies, until the tragic, senseless event involving the lynching 
one of their close friend, Michael Donald, reminds them of the evil in the world and 
that boundaries still exist for young, African American men.   
 
Howard’s novel captures the beauty of the landscape mixed with the ugliness of its  
racial history as the characters cope with a tragic chapter in the unfolding story of  
the New South. Howard delves deep into the soul of his characters to reveal the  
great anger, fear, and hope that exists in the heart of a community.  
 
In 2001, Howard received the Hurston/Wright Award for College Writers for the 
short story that would become LIKE TREES, WALKING. He is also a former 
producer at NFL Films and received an Emmy in 2005 for his work on Inside the 
NFL, a weekly football magazine show that airs on HBO. He currently lives in 
Mobile, Alabama with his wife and in addition to writing, tutors reading part time.    
 
We are sure that you will be moved by LIKE, TREES WALKING as we have 
been. I will follow up with you in the coming weeks to discuss review and/or 
feature coverage. In the meantime, please call me at 212-207-7058 or email me at 
gilda.squire@harpercollins.com if you have questions. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Gilda N. Squire 
Director of Publicity 
Amistad/HarperCollins 

http://intraweb/titlenet/forthcomingFrameSet.asp?product_id=106767&reissue_no=0%20%20
mailto:gilda.squire@harpercollins.com


 
 
 

RAVI HOWARD BIO 
 
Ravi Howard published his debut novel, Like Trees, Walking in March of 2007. The book 
gives a fictionalized account of a true story, the 1981 lynching of a black teenager in 
Mobile, Alabama.  
 
Howard is a native of Montgomery, Alabama and a graduate of Sidney Lanier High 
School.  He graduated from Howard University in 1996 with a B.A. in journalism.   
He went on to complete a M.F.A. in creative writing at the University of Virginia in 
2001.  He has received fellowships and awards from the Hurston-Wright Foundation, 
Bread Loaf Writers’ Conference, and the New Jersey Council on the Arts. 
 
Howard has published work in Callaloo, Massachusetts Review and Velocity Weekly.  He 
has also recorded commentary for NPR’s All Things Considered.  He has written book 
reviews for the Mobile Press-Register and Paste.  As a former television producer for 
NFL Films, he received a 2005 Sports Emmy for his work on HBO’s Inside the NFL.  He 
currently lives in Mobile, Alabama with his wife. 
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By Carol Memmott, USA TODAY 

The book  

Like Trees, Walking (Amistad, $24.95), a debut novel 

What it's about: Mobile, Ala., residents grieve in the aftermath 
of the lynching of a black teenager. The story is told through the 
eyes of a teen who knew the victim.  

Why it's notable: Because it's based on a true story. Michael 
Donald, 19, was found lynched in Mobile in 1981. 

Memorable line: "We all know what this is. A lynching … the 
police won't say the word, but we all know good and well." 

The author  

Quick bio: Age: 32. Born in Montgomery, Ala. Now lives in 
Mobile with his wife, Laura, a pediatrician. In 2001, he won the 
Hurston/Wright Award for College Writers for the short story that 
would become Like Trees, Walking. Won an Emmy in 2005 for 
his work on Inside the NFL, a weekly football magazine that airs 
on HBO. 

 Enlarge By Laura Ongiri

Ravi Howard, an Alabama native, won an Emmy in 
2005.

Literary influences: Ernest Gaines (The Autobiography of Miss 
Jane Pittman) and Albert French (I Can't Wait on God).  

Childhood memory: "Some of the stories I heard about what happened in the '60s in Montgomery were firsthand. 
My parents told me they once saw Martin Luther King Jr. in the lobby of the Ben Moore Hotel in Montgomery." 

His audience: "I would hope to have a lot of young adults read it." 

Most challenging scene to write: "I had a court transcript of the autopsy report in which the medical examiner 
described the condition of Michael Donald's body. Just relaying that in prose form was difficult, because these 
were the details of a crime committed against an actual person." 
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Commentary 
A Return Home Leads to New Questions on Race 
  

All Things Considered, January 30, 2007 · Ravi Howard spent the last few years investigating a murder that 
happened in Mobile, Ala., where Howard is originally from. He had gone to school up North and made a home 
there, but found himself pulled back to the South to raise a family. The same thing is happening to many of his 
friends, too. 
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Like Trees, Walking 
By Ravi Howard 

'Like Trees, Walking': Life after lynching 

By Gregg Mayer 

By 1981, lynching was supposed to be something only read about in history books - a horrific 
part of the South's past. It wasn't supposed to happen again. It did. 

In Mobile, two KKK members abducted 19-year-old Michael Donald at gunpoint, beat him, slit 
his throat and left him hanging from a tree. The murder made national headlines. 

After a two-year investigation, authorities arrested Bennie Jack Hays and his son, Henry Hays. 
Bennie died in prison and Henry was executed in 1997. Michael Donald's mother was awarded 
a $7 million civil verdict against the KKK, bankrupting the organization in Alabama. 

With this story as background, novelist Ravi Howard explores in his debut, Like Trees, Walking 
(Amistad /HarperCollins, $24.95), a fictional retelling of how the community in Mobile coped in 
the aftermath of Donald's murder. 

"Lynching was one of our old demons," he writes. 

Based on Howard's award-winning short story, Like Trees, Walking is told through the 
character of Roy Deacon, a teenager who knew Donald. Roy worked at his family funeral home 
which handled Donald's services. Roy's brother, Paul, discovered his body. 

"The hanging tree was small, with wiry limbs and a clustered trunk," Howard writes. "Perhaps 
someone had tried to cut it down years before, and the shoots had come back defiant. It had 
grown so close to the sidewalk that its roots buckled the concrete, disrupting the path of 
anyone who tried to walk beneath it." 

Howard, an Emmy-award winning writer for his work on Inside the NFL, recently signed his 
novel at both Lemuria Book Store in Jackson and Square Books in Oxford. 

Like Trees, Walking is divided into two parts. The first half covers the immediate aftermath of 
Donald's killing. It describes how Roy Deacon tried to understand the murder while still coming 
of age in a racially torn Alabama. Moreover, Roy is faced with having to follow in his father's 
footsteps in continuing the family business. Paul Deacon, the first born, declined to do so. 

The novel describes how the community reacted when police first blamed a drug deal gone 
bad. 

In the novel's second half, life in Mobile tries to move on, but the murder haunts the 
community. Roy struggles. So does his brother, Paul, who can never escape the horror of 
finding Michael's body. 

Howard elegantly tells this story. More importantly, he reminds us that the past is not so very 
past after all. 
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